
2nd letter to Scottish Power regarding their failed attempts to create ‘Joinder’ and I 

reiterate my question about the original contract? Look at their attempts to get the 

meter serial number…. 

 

Dear Suman Majumdar. 

 

 

Thank you for your reply. In your reply you state that: 

 

 

"I have checked the details. I am unable to locate this address in national database for 

electricity...." 

 

 

This is strange? If this is the case, then how am i being billed by your company? I asked 

for the original contract that I took out with yourselves so that I can see the date I 

started with 'Scottish Power' as I have no recollection of switching to Scottish power and 

I do not remember the name of the company i joined when i moved in, but as far as I am 

aware it was not Scottish power, and therefore I have no contract with Scottish power? 

 

 

Please send me, from your records (my name and address must be in your records for 

you to be able to correspond with me) the contract that I took out with Scottish power. 

 

 

There are so many scams out at the moment as we are all aware in these modern times 

that one must take great care to not fall victim to such a scam. Just 2 years ago I 

recieved an email from paypal.com asking for £300, I noticed some spelling mistakes in 

the email and alerted the authorities to find out that it was indeed fraud. My point being 

that it was from www.paypal.com yet still fraudulent, so clearly fraudsters are able to hi-

jack domain names no matter who they belong to. 

 

 

Once I have received the contract, that I took out with yourselves, I will forward you the 

information you require. 

 

 

I will also need to see your Companys 'Offcom' licence details and Scottish Powers 



'Liability Order' 

 

 

Many thanks & kind regards - Leon 


